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/e paper focuses on investigating the impact of artificial agent (machine translator) on human agent (posteditor) using a
proposed methodology, which is based on language complexity measures, POS tags, frequent tagsets, association rules, and their
summarization. We examine this impact from the point of view of language complexity in terms of word and sentence structure.
By the proposed methodology, we analyzed 24 733 tags of English to Slovak translations of technical texts, corresponding to the
output of two MT systems (Google Translate and the European Commission’s MT tool). We used both manual (adequacy and
fluency) and semiautomatic (HTER metric) MT evaluation measures as the criteria for validity. We show that the proposed
methodology is valid based on the evaluation of frequent tagsets and rules of MToutputs produced by Google Translate or of the
European Commission’s MT tool, and both postedited MT (PEMT) outputs using baseline methods. Our results have also shown
that PEMT output produced by Google Translate is characterized by more frequent tagsets such as verbs in the infinitive with
modal verbs compared to its MToutput, which is characterized by masculine, inanimate nouns in locative of singular. In the MT
output, produced by the European Commission’s MT tool, the most frequent tagset was verbs in the infinitive compared to its
postedited MToutput, where verbs in imperative and the second person of plural occurred. /ese findings are also obtained from
the use of the proposed methodology for MT evaluation. /e contribution of the proposed methodology is an identification of
systematic not random errors. Additionally, the study can also serve as information for optimizing the translation process
using postediting.

1. Introduction

Tasks play a crucial role in human behaviour or perfor-
mance. Liu and Li ([1], p. 553) stated that human behaviour
and/or performance depend on the interaction among task
characteristics (such as complexity, which has a significant
influence on behaviour and predicting human perfor-
mance), task performer characteristics (such as performer’s
competencies), and environment characteristics. When the
task is translation, especially machine translation (MT) or
postediting of MT output (PE), one of the essential task
characteristics is a complexity of MT output or postedited
MT output (PEMT). Complexity is an intrinsic property
(qualitative) of a translation task, which is given by internal
textual structure and represents the objective characteristic
of a task ([2], p. 2). Liu and Li ([1], p. 559) define task

complexity as the aggregation of any intrinsic task char-
acteristic that influences the performance of a task (trans-
lation). Complexity ([3], p. 40) can be understood as (a)
primarily a psychological experience (purely subjective
psychological approach), (b) an interaction between task and
person characteristics (tasks are more or less complex rel-
ative to the capabilities of the individuals who perform the
task), and (c) a function of objective task characteristics (in
terms of objective task qualities).

Complex tasks are characterized [3, 4] (a) by unknown
or uncertain alternatives of action (there is not only one
alternative of translation; multiple outcomes), (b) by inexact
or unknown means-ends connections (there are many ways
to express the same meaning in translation; multiple po-
tential ways), and (c) by the existence of a number of
subtasks which may or may not be easily factored into nearly
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independent parts (analysis of source text and analysis of
target text in terms of intratextual and extratextual factors;
conflicting interdependence among ways to outcomes, and
also uncertain or probabilistic links among ways and out-
comes). /ese objective task qualities contribute to com-
plexity which placed high demands on the translator and
also on the posteditor. Linguistic complexity contributes not
only to the difficulty in solving word problems but also to the
difficulty in translation tasks ([5], p. 1). /ere are many
factors hidden by word complexity (e.g., patterns, gram-
matical constructions, lexicon, or physical circumstances in
the given language); therefore, there is no general definition
of linguistic complexity. Ma and Wang ([6], p. 3) state
qualitative characteristics of language complexity such as
uncertainty, incompleteness, sensitivity to initial conditions,
dynamicity, nonlinearity, instability, path dependency,
openness, and adaptivity, while the core of language com-
plexity is nonlinearity. Nonlinearity consists of imbalance,
emergence, and interactivity features ([6], p. 5), which
means that expression of language patterns or their com-
binations deviates from linearity ([7], p. 53–54). Besides the
qualitative characteristics of language complexity, there are
also quantitative characteristics such as high organizational
depth features, since quality and quantity are a pair of in-
terdependent contradictions ([6], p. 13). In terms of lan-
guage systems, high organizational depth refers to
multilevel, which is an essential way to organize complex
systems [8, 9]. Levels of language are used to understand the
language complexity in oral or written form [10]. Ma and
Wang ([6], p. 26) state that the higher the language com-
plexity, the longer the minimum description length of the
information, and the greater the resource/cost consumption.

Only the use of computer programming technology, e.g.,
oral or written corpora, to analyze and study language
complexity will help improve the ability of language pro-
cessing [11]. Complexity of text can be measured at word- or
sentence-level using corpus-based methods—readability or
lexico-grammatical features: word/sentence length and
frequency of part of speech [12].

Complexity of text features always implies independent
variables, i.e., textual elements (word-level, sentence-level,
and discourse-level variables) that can be examined and
analyzed ([13], p. 236). Based on the complexity of textual
elements (words, syntax, and discourse structure), we can
examine performance, such as translation or PE tasks.

1.1. Evaluation of MT System. /e invention of neural
machine translation (NMT) brought several fundamental
changes to the translation industry, both from the point of
view of the translation process or task [14] and of the
business model [15]. Current NMT systems provide fluent
translations of fairly good quality [16], but often, this fluency
is at the expense of accuracy or intelligibility [17]. NMTand
its predecessor, statistical MT (SMT), were commonly used
not only for personal use but also to reduce the cost of
translation in the translation industry for many years. NMT
and SMT operate on a statistical basis using a corpus-based
approach to MT. NMT took a huge leap forward when

sequence-to-sequence models were first introduced [18]. So
far, it has already achieved excellent performance on a great
volume of translations from English into French [12, 19] as
well as from English into German [20]. MT systems for
translating dialectal sentences into their standard language
form can be of great benefit as Farhan et al. [18] have shown.
Translation technologies have become an integral part of the
translator’s work, so it is very important to know what
machines can and, conversely, what they cannot adequately
translate. /ey also serve to alert users to errors that occur in
MT [21].

MT system is a complex natural language processing
system composed of a large number of heterogeneous
modules [22]. MT systems, like language, can be considered
a complex adaptive system, which involves multiple agents
(both natural and artificial) interacting with one another to
achieve a common goal—a translation task ([23], p. 261).
Since a natural language is not static but dynamic, i.e.,
previous behaviour influences the current and future be-
haviour of natural language, it can be considered as a
complex adaptive system [23]. Complex systems have shifted
from reductionist analyses of component parts (agents) and
simple linear change to the study of interconnected elements
([24], p. 2).

/e behaviour of agents in the language system is
influenced by several elements at different levels, whether
internal or external (locutionary, illocutionary, and perlo-
cutionary acts). If we add a translation task as an act of
communication, it brings a new level of complexity—a
metalevel. /e complexity of the system together with
translation errors increases, since at least two languages are
considered in the translation process—both source and
target languages. Systems may differ from each other not
because of differences in their features, but because of dif-
ferences in how these features depend on and affect one
another ([25], p. 2). Siegenfeld and Bar-Yam [25] liken it to
steam and ice, both of which are made of the same water
molecules but have different properties due to differences in
the interactions between molecules, like MT output and its
postedited MToutput (PEMT). Both translations come from
the same original, but due to differences in interactions, they
have different properties, i.e., different translation qualities.

InMTsystems, at the locutionary level, a language model
of the source text is created using a neural network, i.e., the
neural network is trained on a large amount of source text
data. It creates patterns and identifies grammatical con-
structions and a lexicon to be able to assign corresponding
patterns to them in the target language, and the same is done
in the target language, in which another neural network is
also trained. /e key concept behind MT is to capture the
linguistic knowledge of the locutionary level of the languages
involved by means of translation pairs linking constructions
across languages ([23], p. 269). /e illocutionary level lies in
the transfer itself, from source to target language. At the
perlocutionary level, it is the quality of MT output from the
MTsystem that plays a key role in the given communication.

Progress in MT depends on the results of the evaluation
of MTquality. NMT, as a metric to evaluate the development
of artificial intelligence, plays a crucial role in the current
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natural language processing (NLP) community [26]. Many
experts [27, 28] have sought various ways to assess MT
quality, whether in the form ofmanual evaluation, automatic
evaluation or both, in the form of a framework (e.g., dy-
namic quality framework or multidimensional quality
metrics).

MT output can be evaluated manually or automatically
with intrinsic and extrinsic methods applied [29]. Castilho
et al. [30] distinguish manual methods according to six
criteria: (1) adequacy and fluency; (2) readability and
comprehensibility; (3) acceptability; (4) ranking; (5) us-
ability and performance; and (6) evaluators. Adequacy and
fluency are the most commonly used measures in translation
assessment [31]. Alongside the standard criteria of fluency
and adequacy, some researchers have focused on examining
the linguistic features of a text, specifically on the identifi-
cation of differences among original text and different
translation outputs, i.e., human translation (HT), MT out-
put, or PEMT output [32–34]. Methods are typically based
on linguistic (e.g., word frequency) and extralinguistic
features (formatting) [30]. Vanmassenhove et al. [34] have
shown (for translation directions—English into French or
Spanish) that MT texts contain lesser lexical variety com-
pared to their source English texts or compared to their
human translations in French or Spanish. Loock [12] has
shown that the linguistic characteristics of MT texts from
English into French differ from the original French texts.

Intrinsic methods involve comparisons of translation
quality between MToutput and reference (high-quality HT)
or a fixed set of references. Manual intrinsic measures de-
termine MT quality through human subjective judgments
such as fluency and adequacy. /e biggest issue that manual
intrinsic methods face is their subjectivity and non-
reproducibility, apart from their price and timeliness. Au-
tomatic intrinsic measures, such as ranking, compute
sentence similarity among MT outputs and a fixed set of
references to produce rankings among MT systems [35].
Unlike intrinsic measures which are focused on accuracy
and text coherence, extrinsic methods focus on the effec-
tiveness or usability of MT output in terms of the specific
task such as PE [36–38]. PE as a specific task directly assesses
the MT output in terms of the time and effort needed to
correct the MT. It provides information about difficulty, but
it does not provide sufficient information about task char-
acteristics such as linguistic complexity. PE is a result of the
linguistic complexity of MT output, which is related to
posteditor-task interaction. A closer measure than time,
which is related to linguistic complexity, is edit distance
(error rate). It represents the number of changes within the
sentence including insertion, deletion, substitution, or shifts,
which required some correction of the MT output.

Availability of reference translations allows us to use not
only manual evaluation methods but also measures of au-
tomatic evaluation to evaluate the translation quality [28].
Automatic MT evaluation measures provide quick feedback
on translation quality, but this feedback is only a score.
According to the criterion of lexical concordance, we divided
them into automatic metrics of accuracy andmetrics of error
rate [39]. Metrics of accuracy are based on the closeness of

the MToutput/hypothesis (h) with the reference (r) in terms
of n-grams. /ey calculate their lexical overlap in (A) the
number of common words (h∩ r), (B) the length (number of
words) of MToutput, and (C) the length (number of words)
of the reference. /e higher the values of these metrics, the
higher the translation quality [40]. Metrics of error rate are
based on edit distance. /ey calculate the Levenshtein
distance between an MT output/hypothesis (h) and a ref-
erence/human translation (r). /e higher the values of these
metrics, the lower the translation quality [39].

Automatic measures are a good objective indicator of
how to improve system performance and are cheap and
achieve more consistent results compared to manual.
However, their main drawback is that they are not able to
sufficiently assess the syntactic and semantic equivalence of
translation (linguistic complexity). We are not able to
perform a deeper linguistic analysis. Besides the overall
scores, it is helpful to have additional information, i.e., the
strengths and weaknesses of the system or types of MTerrors
[28]. Another problem with automatic measures is that its
metrics operate mainly at the sentence/segment level and not
at the document level, and they do not take context into
account when assessing translation quality [30].

1.2. Error Analysis in the Context of NLP andMT Evaluation.
According to Popović [28], error analysis and classification
provide the basis for determining what type of errors are
produced by the system and whether and how they can be
eliminated. It can be carried out not only by classification
and annotation of erroneous words but also by analyzing
words or parts of speech (POS). In the translation industry,
the evaluation usually relies on error analysis [30, 41]. Error
analysis offers a number of answers to improve the system,
better understanding of human or artificial agent behaviour
or performance such as translation or PE tasks. However, it
is time-consuming and requires extensive knowledge of
annotator(s). Feng et al. [26] showed that the performance of
an NMTsystem benefits from POS tag information of target
language (Chinese-English and German-English translation
datasets). POS tag is more informative and concise than
combinatory categorial grammar (CCG) supertag [42].
Loock [12] showed how a linguistic analysis of a corpus of
MT texts can also be used in translator education. Hládek
et al. [43] aimed at the present alternative view of the task of
morphological tagging and focused on Slovak. /ey pro-
posed a rule-based system using expert knowledge. /e
system generates an outcome based on the rule that a certain
tag was chosen from the match set. /ey summarized the
whole decision process into three phases (matching, max-
imization, and minimization). /e rules were created using
the learning process and then were pruned for more specific
rules offering better accuracy. /ey compared their pro-
posed algorithm with the morphological tagger HunPos
[44]. Laki et al. [45] presented a novel universal morpho-
logical feature schema as a set of features expressed by in-
flectional morphology across languages. /ey examined the
variability of inflectional morphology by comparing mul-
tiple translations of the same source (the Bible). /e results
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showed that the schema offers potential benefits for NLP and
MT by facilitating direct meaning-to-meaning translation
between the language pairs, regardless of form-related
differences.

It motivated us to apply POS tagging to determine the
error rate and linguistic complexity. Just as word and
sentence, POS tagging is implemented in text analysis, and it
can also be used to compare two texts (MToutput and PEMT
output) or to determine the linguistic complexity through
the quality of MT output, PEMT output, or HT.

1.3. Research Objectives. /e study of multiagent behaviour
motivated us in our research, in which we focus on the
influence of the agent-machine translator on the behaviour
of the human agent-posteditor within one complex adaptive
system. In other words, we identify the behaviour of the
agent-machine translator using POS tagging and association
rules found and then identify its influence on the behaviour
of the agent-human posteditor, whose task is to achieve the
perlocutionary level of natural language, i.e., to postedit MT
output to be both fluent and adequate. We focus on ex-
amining the behaviour and/or performance of an artificial
agent and a human agent, which depends on the interaction
between tasks characteristics and task performer charac-
teristics from the point of view of language complexity. We
investigate the translation task through language com-
plexity, which is defined by frequent tagsets and rules.

/e aim of the study is to present a new approach to the
evaluation of MT quality and subsequently to validate the
proposed MT evaluation methodology. /e proposed
methodology is based on the evaluation of frequent MTand
PEMT tagsets and also on frequent POS tagsets and rules
summarization. /e aim consists of two consecutive
objectives.

/e first objective comprises three tasks. /e first is to
analyze MToutputs from two MTsystems: Google Translate
and the European Commission’s MT tool as well as their
postedited MT outputs based on POS tags in terms of task
characteristics and language complexity at word- and sen-
tence-level. /e second is to examine the relationships be-
tween individual tags and tagsets within the four examined
translations (as described in Section 3.1). /e last task fo-
cuses on the comparison of translation quality based on the
summarization of the incidence of frequent tagsets and rules
(as described in Section 3.2).

We examine the extent to which the MTquality in terms
of language complexity is identical to its PEMT version
based on the frequency of tagsets and rules.

For this study, we have set as null hypotheses:

H01: the incidence of frequent tagsets does not depend
on the method of translation (machine translation vs.
postediting)
H02: the incidence of extracted rules does not depend
on the method of translation (machine translation vs.
postediting)

/e second research objective is to validate the proposed
methodology of MT evaluation using baseline methods. We

used both manual and semiautomatic MT evaluation
measures as criteria for validity (as described in Section 3.3).

1.4. Implications and Limitations. /e study offers new in-
sight into the evaluation of MT quality. /e results and
findings of the research offer one key theoretical contri-
bution and two practical contributions to the field of
complex adaptive systems, including MT evaluation.

/e theoretical contribution consists of the design and
verification of a novel methodology for evaluating MTquality
in the context of inflectional languages. /e proposed and
verified methodology is unique, combining the advantages of
using both intrinsic and extrinsic methods, focusing on
translation into the inflectional language, which is charac-
terized by a rich morphology and free word order. It analyzes
and subsequently compares the translation quality, based on
text complexity, i.e., based on the frequent tags and rules and
their quantitative evaluation—summarizing the frequent tags
and rules incidence. /e proposed methodology allows us to
identify the complexity of MT outputs, especially errors that
are systematic and not random./e principle of the proposed
methodology is applicable to any language pair as well as
translation directions, but it is necessary to take into account
the character of the target language when determining tags
and/or part-of-speech tagging. For instance, declension is
typical for inflectional languages such as Slovak but not for
analytical languages like English, i.e., Slovak uses suffixes for
grammatical cases, in contrast to English, in which cases are
expressed by prepositions.

Nominative: auto (SK)—a car (EN)
Genitive: auta (SK)—from a car (EN)
Dative: autu (SK)—to a car (EN)
Accusative: auto (SK)—a car (EN)
Locative: aute (SK)—about a car (EN)
Instrumental: autom (SK)—with a car (EN)

We were inspired by the research of Conforti et al. [46]
focusing on machine translation to morphologically rich
language using POS tagging. We adopted a similar approach
to assessing the quality of MT output but using text com-
plexity from the perspective of word and sentence structure.
Callison-Burch et al. [47] or Popović [28, 48, 49] have shown
that metrics based on POS analysis correlate very well with
human evaluation. Popović [50] provided a useful approach
for quality estimation based on morphemes and POS tags.
/e proposed methodology can also be used to evaluate
students’ translation performance within their translation
education or in language learning.

From a practical point of view, the findings offer a closer
understanding of the text complexity of MT outputs, i.e.,
they allow us to reveal the linguistic features of MT texts
from an analytical into a synthetic language. /e second
practical contribution, which follows on from the first,
consists in the identification of “machine translationese”
[12], what kind of translation task the machine can and
cannot do correctly for the given direction of translation and
the genre of the text.
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/e research also has certain limitations in the aspect
that (a) the examined texts are not extensive and come from
one genre (technical documentation), as well as the
posteditor himself/herself, who has subjective sensitivity to
errors within the text. However, in the evaluation, spe-
cifically, when assessing the adequacy and fluency of MT
and subsequently when postediting the MToutputs, a large
amount of manual work is required. In our case, it was done
by students and translators during one day. Human
evaluation is time- and labour-consuming, but it is con-
sidered highly reliable. For this reason, it is sometimes
better to have a smaller dataset, but with more reliable data.
We are working on expanding the dataset, but we are faced
with the problem of evaluators’ consistencies, as not all
participants wanted to continue in the research (to repeat
the same procedure with different genres and translation
direction or different source language). (b) We focused
only on the influence of an artificial agent’s behaviour (MT
system) on a human agent’s behaviour (PE) using a word
and sentence complexity. We did not consider the influence
of a human agent’s behaviour (preediting) on an artificial
agent’s behaviour (MT system) and subsequently its in-
fluence on the human agent’ behaviour (PE). For this
reason, we want to focus our future work on text volume as
well as the diversity of genres, consistency of posteditors,
and also on preediting.

/e structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the research methodology, and the subsequent sec-
tion focuses on the research results based on the association
rules analysis and aims at the validation of the proposed
methodology for MT evaluation. /e penultimate section
offers a discussion of the results. /e last section comprises
research conclusions.

2. Materials and Method

We examined unstructured textual data, namely technical
texts—consisting of 606 sentences (more than 6 000 tags).
/e source texts (ST) written in English were translated into
Slovak by two MT systems/engines—Google Translate (GT)
and MT@EC.

For our research, the most important step was tokeni-
zation, which was done after sentence alignment, since we
analyzed two MT engines (MT systems). We also used the
TreeTagger tool for tokenization, developed by Schmid
[51–53]. It supports morphological annotation of the Slovak
language and automatically annotates Slovak texts with POS
tagging and lemma information [54].

2.1. Proposed Approach. /e applied methodology includes
the following stages (in Figure 1):

(1) Acquisition of unstructured textual data: source texts
(technical texts)

(2) Data preparation: it consists of multiple tasks:

(a) Machine translation: translation of the source
texts using both MT engines

(b) Sentence alignment: the generated MT output is
aligned with the source text based on the 1-to-1
principle

(c) Postediting: the MT output is postedited by
professional translators and students in M.A.
degree

(d) Evaluation: each MT sentence of both MT out-
puts is assessed by participants using the scale of
fluency and adequacy (scale range is from 1 to 5)

(e) POS tagging: the MT output and PEMT output
are tokenized separately, which generates the
tags and lemmas for annotated aligned words
(see Supplementary Table 1 for more details on
Slovak POS tags)

(3) Data analysis consists of searching the frequent POS
tags (tagsets) of MT output (MT@EC_MT or
GT_MT) and PEMT output in the examined text.
/e results were processed by association rule
analysis using STATISTICA Sequence, Association,
& Link Analysis, which is an implementation of the
algorithm using apriori algorithm together with a
tree-structured procedure that requires only one pass
through data. /e support for a tagset is given by a
proportion of records in the transactions data set that
have the tagset, i.e., for a tagset (A), the support can
be calculated as follows:

support(A) �
frequency of (A)

number of transactions in the dataset
∗ 100.

(1)

Lift of rules can be similarly calculated. Based on
support and confidence, a lift for a rule can be de-
fined and computed (A–tagset, C–tagset)

lift(if A thenC) �
confidence(if A thenC)

support(C)
, (2)

where

confidence(if A thenC) �
support(if A thenC)

support(A)
∗ 100.

(3)

We focused on frequent tagsets extracted with the
minimum support of 10%.

(4) Data understanding based on the results of associ-
ation rule analysis.

(5) Comparison of found rules and frequent tagsets in
examined translations.

We will validate the proposed methodology of MT eval-
uation, which is based on the evaluation of frequent MT and
PEMT tagsets, by manual and semiautomatic MT evaluation.

2.2. Manual and Semiautomatic MT Measures. Adequacy,
manual MT measure, represents the extent to which the
translation transfers the meaning of the source text into the
target language. Fluency, manual MT measure, represents
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the extent to which the translation follows the norms of the
target language. Both measures assess the translation using a
five-point Likert scale for each segment, where 1 means
“none (adequacy)/incomprehensible (fluency),” 2 means
“little meaning/disfluent Slovak,” 3 means “much meaning/
nonnative Slovak,” 4 means “most meaning/good Slovak,”
and 5 is “all meaning (adequacy)/flawless Slovak (fluency).”

HTER (human-targeted translation error rate) [55] is a
more complex semiautomatic MTmeasure; humans do not
score translations directly but rather generate a new refer-
ence translation (PEMT) that is closer to the MToutput but
retains the fluency and meaning of the original reference
([56], p. 259). Specifically, HTER� # of edits
(substitutions + insertions + deletions + shifts)/# of reference
words.

2.3. Dataset. PE task and evaluation (fluency and adequacy)
were conducted in the OSTPERE system [57]. MT outputs
were postedited by professional translators and students of
translation studies at the master’s degree level (extrinsic
method). /e human translators also assessed each MT
sentence using the scale of adequacy and fluency (intrinsic
method). Due to the time and laborious complexity of the
manual evaluation of translation quality, our dataset is not
extensive but specialized on one text type. /e data provide
the possibility to perform more precise analyzes (e.g., lin-
guistic analysis) for one specific domain. Data were obtained

during a one-day workshop in order to keep the consistency
of posteditors and evaluators (the average translator
translates a maximum of 10 standard pages per day).

/e final dataset consists of 24 733 tags: MT outputs
(translated by GT and MT@EC) and their corresponding
PEMT outputs. Subsequently, we created a program, using
C#, to calculate the HTER scores for each MT sentence.
Based on the source sentence ID, the corresponding HTER
score and scores of adequacy and fluency were merged into a
single data matrix. /e data matrix was used to create a
baseline for analysis.

Each sentence was annotated by the TreeTagger tool.
Tokenization produced four files (GT_MT, GT_PEMT, MT@
EC_MT, and MT@EC_PEMT) containing annotated tags.
/e composition of each file (GT_MT, GT_PEMT, MT@
EC_MT, and MT@EC_PEMT) is depicted based on two
feature types (Table 1) where each file consisted of approx-
imately 6000 tags (including interpunction). It was necessary
to adjust the files before merging them into a single data
matrix because we wanted to keep a record of each sentence
(ID), and the tool works only with text files. For this task, a
simple JAVA program was created. /is allows us to create a
single data matrix incorporating all four files with the cor-
responding tags and also to compare both translations. A
transaction/sequence model [58] was used for text repre-
sentation. /e results were processed by the association rule
analysis. Found rules and frequent tagsets were summarized
by a Cochran Q test and using multiple comparisons.

POS tagging

Post-edited
MT@EC text

MT@EC aligned text
with source text

Post-editing &
evaluation

Source text

POS tagging

Dataset of tags

Frequent tagsets & rules

POS tagging

POS tagging

Data analysis

GT aligned text
with source text

Post-edited
GT text

Post-editing &
evaluation

Association rules
analysis

Frequent tagsets &
rules summarization

Sentence
Alignment

Google Translate (GT)
MT TextMachine

Translation

Machine
Translation

Sentence
Alignment

MT@EC
MT text

Figure 1: /e proposed methodology.
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3. Results

/e section Results is divided into two subsections: the first
describes the identified relations between tagsets, and the
second represents their quantitative summarization.

3.1. Identification of Relations between Tagsets. /e associ-
ation rule analysis represents a nonsequential approach to
the data being analyzed. We will not analyze the sequences
but transactions, so we will not include the tag order in the
analysis. In our case, a transaction represents a set of tags
observed in the MT sentence.

/e web graphs (in Figures 2 and 3) depict the dis-
covered association rules for the sentences, namely, the size
of a node represents a support of the tag, the thickness of the
line represents the support of rule—a pair of tags, and
darkness of the line colour represents a lift of the rule.

In the GT_MT output (in Figure 2(a), see also Supple-
mentary Table 2(a) for detailed analysis), the tag (O),
conjunctions, belongs to the tags with the highest incidence
within the text with almost 50% of the support and the tag
(%), foreign language citation, with a probability of more
than 35%. Other very frequent tags, after conjunctions and
foreign language citation (untranslated or domesticated),
with less probability of incidence (around 20%) were
(VMdpb+), i.e., verb in imperative, perfective aspect, second
person of plural in the affirmative (stlačte/press, pripojte/
connect, vyberte/select, použite/use), and (Eu4), i.e., non-
vocalized preposition in accusative (na/on, to/k, pre/for),
which were tied with substantive in accusative whether in the
masculine, inanimate gender (SSns4), or in the neuter
(SSis4). Furthermore, the verbs in infinitive (VId+) were
observed (spojǐt/connect). /e other identified tags (not
depicted in Figure 2(a), see Supplementary Table 2(a)) do
not meet the minimum support, i.e., the likelihood of oc-
currence in the identified sentences (transactions) is less
than 10% (see Supplementary Table 2). Among the most

found pairs (in Figure 2(a), see also Supplementary
Table 2(a)), a pair of the tags in the sentence belong (O,
VMdpb+), (O, VKepb+), and (%, O) with more than 17% of
the support, i.e., conjunctions with verbs in imperative or
present, in plural, and in affirmative. Subsequently, con-
junctions with foreign language citations (použite kábel
HDMI alebo ultra HD) use the cord HDMI or ultra HD.

Another large group of pairs, with the probability of
around 15%, were (SSis4, O)—a noun in the inanimate
masculine gender or in the neuter, singular, in accusative
with conjunctions and also pair (O, VId+)—conjunctions
with verbs in infinitive or infinitives with verbs in present,
in the second person of plural (môžete poškodǐt modul
CAM a televı́zor/you can damage module CAM and TV,
zvoľte a stlačte tlačidlo/select and press the button). Tags
not presented in the analysis do not meet the minimum
support and confidence of 10%; that is, these tags are
identified in sentences with a probability of less than 10%
(Figure 2).

/e greatest degree of positive correlation (lift � 5.11)
was identified by the (SSis6, Eu6) pair (in Figure 2(a), see
also Supplementary Table 2(a)). Lift, in case (SSis6, Eu6),
indicates a certain rule, i.e., substantives in the inanimate
masculine gender in singular, locative case are tied with
nonvocalized prepositions in locative (v prı́pade/in case,
na televı́zore/on TV), less in case (SSis4, Eu4), where
substantives in inanimate masculine or neuter gender in
singular, accusative case are tied with nonvocalized
prepositions in accusative (na nastavenie/for setting, pre
vstup/to enter). Similarly, a greater degree of positive
correlation (lift � 3.5) was reached for the pairs (VId+,
VKepb+), i.e., verbs in imperative are tied with verbs in
the present, in the second person of plural (móžete
pripojiť/ you can connect). Tag pairs (SSns4, Eu4), (SSis4,
Eu4), and (VKepb+, O) reached also a positive correlation
(lift � 2). /e remaining pairs, apart from the pair (%, O),
achieved the lift degree higher than 1 (see Supplementary
Table 2).

Table 1: Dataset composition.

Feature type Feature name GT_MT GT_PEMT MT@EC_MT MT@EC_PEMT

Readability

Average sentence length (words) 8.45 8.81 7.82 8.75
Average word length (characters) 5.51 5.89 5.70 5.89
Number of short sentences (n< 10) 63.37% 56.44% 67.49% 58.35%
Number of long sentences (n≥ 10) 36.63% 43.56% 32.51% 41.65%

Lexico-grammatical

Frequency of nouns 32.81% 36.82% 31.25% 36.23%
Frequency of adjectives 8.22% 9.00% 11.81% 9.05%
Frequency of adverbs 3.16% 2.70% 3.11% 2.73%
Frequency of verbs 16.57% 16.11% 15.00% 15.87%

Frequency of pronominals 3.13% 3.03% 3.02% 3.27%
Frequency of participles 1.63% 1.89% 1.62% 1.97%
Frequency of morphemes 1.45% 1.32% 1.34% 1.36%
Frequency of abbreviation 3.01% 2.40% 3.94% 2.44%
Frequency of numbers 3.87% 3.65% 4.32% 3.53%

Frequency of undefinable POSs 0.29% 0.23% 1.06% 0.34%
Frequency of foreign words 6.98% 4.84% 6.02% 5.14%
Frequency of interjections 0.02% 0.02% 0.02% 0.02%
Frequency of numerals 0.75% 0.49% 0.70% 0.42%

Frequency of prepositions & conjunctions 18.10% 17.49% 16.80% 17.63%
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For MT@EC_MT output (in Figure 2(b), see also
Supplementary Table 2(b)), tag (O), conjunctions, was
identified as the tag with the highest incidence in the
sentence with the support of 45%. Similar to GT_MT
output, the tag (%), foreign language citation has occurred
in a sentence with a probability of more than 30%./e tags,
with the probability of more than 10%, are (VId+) verbs in
the affirmative and infinitive (pozrieť/to see, poslať/to send),
(W) abbreviations (DVD, HD), (Eu4) prepositions in ac-
cusative and locative (na/on, v/in), and what is quite in-
teresting, (SSfs2) nouns in feminine and in singular genitive
cases (potreby/the need). /e other tags did not again meet
the minimum support of 10% (see Supplementary Table 2).
MT@EC_MT output (in Figure 2(b), see also Supple-
mentary Table 2(b)), with the probability of around 15%,
contained mostly the following combinations—(W, O), (O,
VId+), and (O, VMdpb+), i.e., abbreviations with con-
junctions (DVD a/DVD and), and conjunctions with im-
perative or with imperative in the second person of plural
(zaznamenať/to record, použite/use). It is most unexpected
that nouns are not represented here. /e rest of tag pairs

(%, O), (O, Dx), (Eu4, SSns4), (O, Eu4), and (SSfs2, O) were
identified with a probability of more than 10%. Tags with
support of less than 10% are not depicted (in Figure 2(b),
see also Supplementary Table 2(b)). For the pair (SSns4,
Eu4), substantive in neuter gender, in singular, in accu-
sative with the preposition in accusative, the greatest degree
of positive correlation (lift � 3.12) was found (in
Figure 2(b), see also Supplementary Table 2(b)). Slightly
less positive correlation (lift � 1.8) was reached for
(VMdpb+, O), imperative in the second person in plural
and preposition (vyberte a/select and). Remaining tag
pairs, apart from the pair (%, O), achieved the lift degree
higher than 1 (see Supplementary Table 2).

In the case of PEMT outputs, both are very similar,
because they are translations of the same source texts re-
gardless of the MT system used. /e only factor that plays a
key role is the posteditor, i.e., the extent of his/her inter-
vention and his/her lexical and stylistic preferences in
postediting. /e evidence lies in the very similar rules found
in the PEMT outputs (in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), see also
Supplementary Table 3).
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%
SSfs1
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VId+ SSfs4 VIe+
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Figure 2: Visualization of tags identified in MT output translated by GT (a) and MT@EC (b).
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Figure 3: Visualization of tags identified in PEMT output translated by GT (a) and MT@EC (b).
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/e tag (O), conjunctions, also belonged to the tags with
the highest occurrence with a probability of 50%. Tags (%),
(VMdpb+), and (SSns4) were imperatives in the second
person of plural, occurred in the sentences with the support
of around 25%. Pairs of tags (O, VMdpb+), (O, VKepb+), and
(O, SSns4) were identified with the support of around 20% in
GT_PEMT output (in Figure 3(a), see also Supplementary
Table 3(a)). In the case of MT@EC_PEMT output (in
Figure 3(b), see also Supplementary Table 3(b)), (O,
VMdpb+) with more than 20% of the support and (O,
VKepb+) or (O, SSns4) with a probability of around 15%
were found.

Based on the lift, we can claim that PEMT outputs are
characterized by more frequent pairs (VId+, VKepb+)—
verb in infinitive withmodal verb (môžete použǐt/can use) or
a verb itself (použite/use)./e highest interestingness of rule
was found for the pair of tags (VKepb+, VId+) with
lift� 3.74 in GT_PEMTand in MT@EC_PEMTfor the same
pair with lift� 3.87 (see Supplementary Table 2).

3.2. FrequentTagsets andRules Summarization. Based on the
Q test results (Tables 2 and 3), the zero hypothesis, which
reasons that the incidence of frequent tagsets does not
depend on a way of translation (task), is rejected at the 0.001
significance level. /e most frequent tagsets (almost 85%)
were identified in MT@EC_PEMT, the lowest (almost 53%)
in MT@EC_MT (Table 4).

From multiple comparisons (Table 4), two homogenous
groups (MT@EC_MT) and (GT_PEMT, GT_MT, MT@
EC_PEMT) were identified in terms of the average incidence
of found frequent tagsets. Statistically significant differences
were proved at the 0.05 significance level in the average
incidence of frequent tagsets found between MT@EC_MT
output and others.

Based on the Q test results (Table 3), the zero hypothesis,
which reasons that the incidence of extracted rules does not
depend on a way of translation (task), is rejected at the 0.001
significance level. /e most extracted rules were found in
translation MT@EC_PEMToutput (almost 92%), the lowest
in MT@EC_MT output (almost 34%) (Table 5).

From multiple comparisons (Table 5), three homoge-
nous groups (MT@EC_MT), (GT_PEMT, GT_MT), and
(MT@EC_PEMT) were identified in terms of the average
incidence of extracted rules. Statistically significant differ-
ences were proved at the 0.05 significance level in the average
incidence of found rules between MT@EC_MT output and
others as well as between translation MT@EC_PEMToutput
and others. On the other hand, in both cases (Tables 4 and 5),
a statistically significant difference between GT_MT output
and GT_PEMT output was not found.

3.3. Validation of the Proposed Methodology. We have val-
idated the proposed MT evaluation methodology based on
the evaluation of frequent POS tags (tagsets) of MT outputs
(MT@EC_MT or GT_MT) and PEMT outputs using the
baseline methods.We used both, manual and semiautomatic
MTevaluation measures as criteria for validity. In the case of
manual evaluation, the criteria for validity are the scores of

fluency (F) and adequacy (A). In the case of semiautomatic
evaluation, we apply the HTER metric. Due to deviations
from normality for testing differences between dependent
variables, we used (Table 6) the Wilcoxon matched-pairs
test.

Statistically significant differences were proved in the
case of manual MT evaluation. /e null hypotheses are
rejected at the 0.001 significance level. We can see (in
Figure 4(a)) differences in adequacy of MToutput in favour
of GT_MT output. Differences can be seen in the quartile
range where 50% of the central values, for GT_MT output,
were from the range [2, 5], contrary to MT@EC_MToutput,
where 50% of the central values were from the range [2, 4].
Similarly, in the case of the fluency of MT output (in
Figure 4(b)), there are differences in favour of the GT_MT
output. /e differences can be seen in the median, where the
estimation of the central value was 3 for the GT_MToutput
and 2.5 for MT@EC_MT output. In the case of both MT
outputs, human translators used a range of the whole scale
[from 1 to 5] to assess individual sentences, which indicates
the heterogeneous quality of the examined MT sentences in
case of adequacy and fluency.

Statistically significant differences were also shown in the
case of the semiautomatic evaluation of MT, where H0 is
rejected at the 0.001 significance level. We can see (in
Figure 5(a)) differences in the HTER score in favour of
GT_MToutput. Based on the comparison of MTs with their
corresponding PEMTs, a statistically significant lower error
rate of MT output translated by GT compared to MT@
EC_MT output was achieved.

Similar to manual evaluation, in the semiautomatic
evaluation of individual sentences, the implemented HTER
metric achieved the values of the whole range [0, 1], which
refers to the heterogeneous quality of the examined MT
segments for both MT outputs.

After rejecting the zero hypothesis, we are interested in
MT segments with the highest differences in error rate
(HTER) given to the used MT engine (MT@EC or GT). To
identify segments, we use a method drawn from the residual
analysis [59, 60]. We used this method to compare the results
of semiautomatic MT evaluation of error rate between MT@
EC_MT and GT_MT output (segment by segment). /e aim
of the analysis is to identify the segments (sentences) in which
significant differences were found in the score of HTER ofMT
output (MT@EC and GT) from English into Slovak

(residual value)i � value of MT@ECMT( i

− value of GTMT( i, i � 1, 2, . . . , I,

(4)

where I is a number of examined segments (sentences) in the
dataset.

To identify extreme values (in Figure 5(b)), we use a rule
± 2σ, i.e., residual values outside the interval we consider as
extreme values

mean of residuals MT@ECMT − GTMT( 

± 2st.dev.of residuals MT@ECMT − GTMT( .
(5)
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Figure 5(b) visualizes the residuals for MT outputs
(MT@EC_MT and GT_MT). Residual values above the
average of the residuals indicate an above-average error rate
of MT output produced by MT@EC against MT output
produced by GT; residual values below the average of the
residuals indicate an above-average error rate of GT_MT
output against MT@EC_MT output. It identifies segments
where the significant differences in the evaluation of error
rate between MT@EC_MToutput and GT_MToutput exist.
In the case of MT@EC_MT output (in Figure 5(b)), we

identified 28 segments that showed a significant error rate
against GT_MT output. In contrast to GT_MT output (in
Figure 5(b)), only 15 segments showed a significant error
rate against MT@EC_MT output. /e identified segments
were subsequently manually analyzed, which resulted in the
determination of the main issue of the entire MT process
from English into Slovak. /e difficulty consists of an in-
correct determination of predication (subject, verb, and
object) leading to mistranslation or incorrect translation,
either grammatically or semantically (different parts of

Table 6: Comparison of dependent samples MT@EC output and GT output.

T Z p value
adequacy (MT@EC_MT) & adequacy (GT_MT) 7457.0000 6.0682 <0.001
fluency (MT@EC_MT) & fluency (GT_MT) 10870.5000 4.9426 <0.001
HTER (MT@EC_MT) & HTER (GT_MT) 18269.5000 9.3839 <0.001

Table 3: Cochran Q test for incidence of extracted rules in examined translations.

GT_MT MT@EC_MT GT_PEMT MT@EC_PEMT
Rule Sup Lift Inc Sup Lift Inc Sup Lift Inc Sup Lift Inc
O� �>
SSis1 11.77 1.21 1 0 10.47 1.08 1 10.80 1.17 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SSfs4� �>
VMdpb+ 0 0 12.29 1.97 1 9.97 2.01 1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SSns4� �>
Eu4 12.11 2.08 1 11.11 3.13 1 0 11.30 2.25 1

Cochran Q test Q� 39.90476; df� 3; p< 0.001

Table 4: Homogeneous groups for incidence of frequent tagsets in examined translations.

Translation Mean 1 2
MT@EC_MT 0.529 ∗∗∗∗

GT_PEMT 0.765 ∗∗∗∗

GT_MT 0.765 ∗∗∗∗

MT@EC_PEMT 0.843 ∗∗∗∗

Table 5: Homogeneous groups for incidence of extracted rules in examined translations.

Translation Mean 1 2 3
MT@EC_MT 0.333 ∗∗∗∗

GT_MT 0.708 ∗∗∗∗

GT_PEMT 0.750 ∗∗∗∗

MT@EC_PEMT 0.916 ∗∗∗∗

Table 2: Cochran Q test for incidence of frequent tagsets in examined translations.

GT_MT MT@EC_MT GT_PEMT MT@EC_PEMT
Frequent tagset Sup Inc Sup Inc Sup Inc Sup Inc
(R) 11.28 1 10.80 1 10.80 1 0
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(VMdpb+) 24.71 1 26.25 1 27.24 1 17.08 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

(VIe+) 11.77 1 0 0 0
Cochran Q test Q� 18.38298; df� 3; p< 0.001
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speech related to incorrect declension). /ese findings also
confirm the results of the proposed MT evaluation meth-
odology (MT@EC and GT) which is based on the evaluation
of frequent tagsets.

4. Discussion

We agree with Mesmer et al. [13] that the text complexity
must be understood to increase the knowledge about the
interaction among the text characteristic, translator, or
posteditor, and tasks such as translation or PE. /e best
approach to understand text complexity is through the

analysis of words, sentences, and discourse [10]. For this
reason, in the discussion, we will focus on the analysis of
words and relationships among them.

In the case of GT, the highest value of the symmetric
measure lift (lift� 5.11) was reached for a pair substantive in
the inanimate masculine gender in the singular locative case
with a preposition in locative. When analyzing this pair
using the asymmetric measure confidence, we came across a
discrepancy in the values (see Supplementary Table 4(a)).
For the rule, SSis6� �> Eu6 the confidence value is 1.00, but
for the rule, Eu6� �> SSis6 the confidence is only 0.58,
which means that more often (100%) a preposition in
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Figure 5: Visualization of descriptive statistics for semiautomatic MT evaluation: HTER metric (a) and residuals for MT output (b).
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Figure 4: Visualization of descriptive statistics for manual MT evaluation: adequacy (a) and fluency (b).
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locative appears in segments (transactions) that contain
substantive in the inanimate masculine gender in the sin-
gular locative only, as substantive in the inanimate mas-
culine gender in the singular locative case in segments
(transactions) that contain preposition in locative only
(58.47%). /e confidence measure points us to the fact that
in the texts, prepositions are tied only to nouns, but nouns
can also be found in a sentence as a subject or object, which
do not require the presence of prepositions.

By MT@EC, it is substantive in the neuter gender, in the
singular accusative case with the preposition in the accu-
sative. As in the case of GT, a high lift value does not
guarantee the same conditional probabilities of both di-
rections of the rule (see Supplementary Table 4(b)). Even in
the case of MT@EC, if the sentence contains a noun in the
neuter gender, in the singular accusative case, then with 70%
of confidence, it also contains the preposition in the accu-
sative. However, the incidence of the noun in the neuter
gender and in the singular accusative case is only 49.26% if
the sentence contains a preposition in the accusative in the
sentence only. A slightly less positive correlation occurred
between imperative in the second person in the plural and
conjunction (vyberte a/select and), which means if the
sentence contains imperative in the second person in the
plural, then with 81.55% of confidence, the sentence contains
conjunction, but the incidence of imperative in the second
person in the plural in the sentence is only 31.46% if there is
conjunction only. Again, confidence values point to the fact
that conjunctions are tied to either nouns or verbs in
technical texts.

We can claim that GT_MToutput was of a higher quality
with respect to the rules and principles of the examined
language. MT output has reached a greater congruence in
gender, number, and case of a given language. /e MT@EC
engine rather translated word-by-word and did not focus on
phrases and relations of the language. It literally translated
from English (EN) to Slovak (SK) following grammar and
the rules of the source language (EN) rather than the target
language (SK). It was also confirmed by semiautomated
evaluation, namely, by identifying specific segments (#554,
#640, #1455), where the above-average error rate of MT@
EC_MToutput against GT_MToutput was identified. /ese
identified segments point to the specific errors that corre-
spond to general (systematic) errors identified just by the
analysis of frequent tagsets.

Each MToutput either translated by GTor MT@EC was
postedited by human translators. /e aim of PE was to find
out to which extent it was necessary to do PE to obtain a
translation of publishing quality and to find out whether PE
is more effective than a translation from scratch. We
compared the quality ofMToutput with the quality of PEMT
output based on language complexity, i.e., to what extent the
tagsets and rules summarization for MT output and PEMT
output are similar as well as the relation among tagsets that
characterize language complexity.

/e MT engine (GT) was relatively accurate (in
Figure 3(a), see also Supplementary Table 3(a)) with only
5% of conjunctions inserted into the MT output (text).
After a deeper analysis, we discovered that there are many

conjunctions such as and, or, when, after, then, to, before,
if. /e conjunctions are tied to either the compound
sentence or multiple sentence elements (verbs with ob-
jects). /is is also shown by the high values of confidence
measure (see Supplementary Table S5(a)), and despite the
fact that the rules VKepb+ � �>O and VId+ � �>O do not
reach the highest values of the lift (1.69; 1.59), they reach
the highest confidence (84.38%; 79.46%). Other signifi-
cant differences between the GT_MT output and
GT_PEMToutput were that the posteditors had to mainly
correct or complete the masculine inanimate nouns in the
singular genitive case together with prepositions in the
genitive (pomocou kábla/using cable) as well as modal
verbs (môžete/you can). /is correction is closely linked
with the flexion of the target language. Slovak consists of 4
paradigms of nouns (S, A, F, U), 4 genders (m, f, n), 2
numbers (s, p), and 7 cases (1-7). Compared to MToutput,
the posteditors had to mainly finish the translation by
translating words that were not translated yet. It mainly
referred to nouns in the neuter gender, in the singular
accusative case, i.e., the adequate object was missing.

Based on the lift, we can claim that GT_PEMToutput is
characterized by more frequent phrase—verb in infinitive
with modal verb (môžete použiť/can use) or a verb itself
(použite/use), which is however in contrast with the values of
lift in GT_MToutput, where the most common phrase was a
masculine, inanimate noun in locative of singular. It implies
that the posteditors had to mostly correct the object, i.e.,
inflections and gender of nouns (SSis6 to SSns4 or SSfs4)
corresponding to the agreement in the case of the prepo-
sition (Eu6 to Eu4).

In the case of MT@EC, we received different results. In
the MT@EC_MToutput, the most frequent POSs were verbs
in the infinitive (VId+), but in the MT@EC_PEMT output,
there were imperatives in the second person of plural
(VMdpb+). We deduce that the posteditors had not only to
translate the nontranslated words (especially verbs and
nouns in the subject) but also to a large extent modify verbs
(the MT engine did not accept the rules of Slovak grammar,
it kept the source language with its grammar, and it took
only into account the basic form). Compared to MT@
EC_MT output, differences have occurred in combina-
tion—conjunction and verb, where the verb has changed
from infinitive to imperative (VId + to VMdpb+), as well as a
noun which has changed from inanimate masculine to
feminine, while the case and number were preserved (SSis4
to SSfs4). /e same rule was shown also in the MT@
EC_PEMToutput, i.e., if the sentence is not simple, then it is
a copulative or conditional sentence, without agent ex-
pression, expressing only verb and object (VMdpb+, SSfs4)
or multiple sentence element (VMdpb+, O), also one-syllable
prepositions, which are tied to nouns in the accusative (Eu4,
SSns4). /e results of our error analysis also confirm the
confidence values forMT@EC_MToutput and its postedited
version, i.e., the highest confidence (81.55%) for machine
translation was achieved for the rule VMdpb +��> O and
for its postedited version, and the highest confidence
(82.93%) was achieved for the rule VKepb+� �> O (see
Supplementary Table 4(b) and Table 5(b)).
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5. Conclusions

We focused on investigating the impact of an artificial agent
(MT) on a human agent (posteditor) using the proposed
methodology, which is based on POS tagging, frequent
tagsets, association rules, and their summarization. We
examined this impact from the point of view of perlocu-
tionary acts, which includes the evaluation of machine
translation.We have shown that the feature of adaptivity of a
complex system requires human agents. /rough human
intervention, in our case by PE, MTsystems can also contain
the feature of adaptivity.

We proposed a new methodology for automatic MT
evaluation using POS tags and association rules (in Figure 1).
We compared two different MT engines—Google Translate
and MT@EC (European Commission MT engine). We ex-
amined technical texts because they are the most frequently
machine-translated texts. Based on the results of the analysis
and found rules, we are able to characterize not only the text
quality but also the text in terms of microstructure (morpho-
syntactic relations).

Moreover, we validated the proposed methodology of
MT evaluation using both manual and semiautomatic
methods of MT evaluation (in Table 6). /e results can be
considered valid. /e contribution of the proposed meth-
odology is an identification of systematic, not random er-
rors. In addition, the proposed methodology takes into
account morpho-syntactic relations, which are important in
evaluating translations between analytical and inflectional
languages. Given that, we examined 4 translations con-
ducted in four different ways—GT_MT, MT@EC_MT,
GT_PEMT, and MT@EC_PEMT, and we investigated
whether there are differences in the occurrence of frequent
tagsets. Based on the Q test result (Q� 18.38298; df� 3;
p< 0.001), we discovered that there is a difference in method
way of translation (translation process) with respect to tags’
occurrence. Using multiple comparisons, we identified two
homogenous groups (MT@EC_MT) and (GT_PEMT,
GT_MT, MT@EC_PEMT), i.e., there is a statistically sig-
nificant difference between MT output translated by MT@
EC and others. In other words, the GT_MToutput was very
similar to PEMT whether the translation engine was GT or
MT@EC. In the terms of found rules, a statistically signif-
icant difference was also proven (based on the result ofQ test
(Q� 39.90476; df� 3; p< 0.001) and from multiple com-
parisons) between MT@EC_MT and MT@EC_PEMT, as
well as between MT@EC_MT and others and also between
MT@EC_PEMT and GT_MT or GT_PEMT output. /e
GT_MT output was very similar to GT_PEMT output. /e
posteditors similarly postedited both MT outputs, but to a
large extent (statistically significant), the corrections were
made in case of MT@EC_MT output.

To sum up our findings, we can state that for technical
texts such as manuals, MT systems produce an output with
an acceptable level of quality. A statistically significant
difference between the GT_MT output and the GT_PEMT
output in terms of the meaning or grammar was not proven.
Last but not least, to answer the question concerning how to
evaluate the MT quality or which methodology to use, we

have shown an original and previously unused unique ap-
proach using text complexity measures. In our view, it is an
objective evaluation of MT output by statistical, NLP, and
machine learning methods. It can also be used for the au-
tomatic identification of MT errors into the inflectional
language (e.g., Slovak).

/e proposed methodology can serve as an alternative to
the current, which usemanual evaluationmetrics, and which
are not only time but also labour-consuming, but also use
standard automatic evaluation metrics such as BLEU. We
see the use of the methodology itself not only in evaluating
MT quality but also in teaching MT and PE in the study
programs of translation studies.

Another interdisciplinary contribution or future work
lies in providing information to focus on during the PE
process, which can finally improve translators’ performance
as expected by today’s market.
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